Overarching theme {#s1}
=================

The question of whether any and all synthetic chemicals might be metabolized has long been the subject of speculation, but it will never be answered because chemical synthesis is essentially endless. The field continually advances by examining chemicals thought to be non-metabolizable, isolating organisms and their corresponding enzymes that break them down, and thus extending the known limits of enzyme catalysis.

In his 1951 textbook, Ernest Gale asserted, '....somewhere or other some organism exists which can, under suitable conditions, oxidize any substance which is theoretically capable of being oxidized\' \[[@BCJ-477-2875C1]\]. In another textbook published in 1999 \[[@BCJ-477-2875C2]\], Martin Alexander wrote, '...only some of the countless reactions possible of organic molecules have been exploited in the processes necessary for metabolism. The resulting anabolic, and presumably catabolic, processes are thus few in number.\' More recently, the idea of metabolic limitations, or the lack thereof, has been further elaborated as the 'Microbial Infallibility Hypothesis\' \[[@BCJ-477-2875C3]\]. The Infallibility Hypothesis suggests that all chemicals now or in the future are metabolizable by at least one living thing, but this is formally not a hypothesis as it is not amenable to experimental proof or falsification. We cannot know a priori whether any chemical devised by humans will be metabolizable, or not, because the numbers are too vast. Approximately 10^8^ molecules have now been synthesized and to date the number of theoretically possible small organic molecules is reported at 10^60^ \[[@BCJ-477-2875C4],[@BCJ-477-2875C5]\], which is greater than the number of atoms on Earth \[[@BCJ-477-2875C6]\]. A microbial 'census\' enumerated prokaryotes on Earth at \>10^30^ \[[@BCJ-477-2875C7]\] and most prokaryotes contain \>10^3^ enzymes. The number of possible enzymes consisting of 300 amino acids is 20^300^, greater than the number of atoms in the universe \[[@BCJ-477-2875C8]\]. We can never expect to categorize all combinations of enzymes and chemical substances, we can only extend our knowledge of what is possible.

Defining the limits of biodegradation and enzyme catalysis {#s2}
==========================================================

Chemicals of concern have driven studies of biodegradability {#s2a}
------------------------------------------------------------

Biodegradation is a field of study focused principally on the metabolism of anthropogenic chemicals by microorganisms, with the term bioremediation typically reserved for the application of microbes, plants, and enzymes in environmental cleanup. Biodegradation research and bioremediation practice have been driven by the chemicals of concern during different decades. Discoveries of the carcinogenicity of polycyclic aromatic compounds like benzo\[a\]pyrene in the 1960\'s ([Figure 1](#BCJ-477-2875F1){ref-type="fig"}) drove investigations into the biodegradability of these compounds. Growing knowledge that polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) impacted human and ecosystem health in the 1970\'s incentivized research and led to the finding that decades-old deposits of PCBs were slowly biodegrading. Today\'s major pollution concerns are polymers and perfluorinated compounds, and these classes are now the foci of biodegradation research.

![Timeline of past, present, and possible future discoveries of microbes and enzymes capable of breaking down natural and anthropogenic compounds including benzo\[a\]pyrene (I), perchloro-1,1′-biphenyl (a PCB) (II), and polyethylene terephthalate (III).\
One major challenge currently facing our society are the 'forever chemicals\' such as perfluorooctanoic acid (IV) poised at the current 'limit\' of biodegradation. As the field advances, our understanding will also expand to the biodegradation of recalcitrant polymers such as polystyrene (V), polyvinyl chloride (VI), polypropylene (VII) and yet-to-be-synthesized chemicals.](BCJ-477-2875-g0001){#BCJ-477-2875F1}

This review does not seek to cover biodegradation metabolism and enzymes exhaustively. A search in article title for one biodegradative enzyme, urease, yielded 2800 papers indexed on PubMed as of July 1, 2020. In light of the scale, this review has focused on several of the major classes of compounds studied for biodegradation and initially considered hard to degrade or to be completely non-biodegradable. Additionally, through studying the limits of biodegradation, the field has contributed greatly to our knowledge of enzyme catalysis and evolution.

The emergence of enzyme and biodegradation research {#s2b}
---------------------------------------------------

Enzymes were recognized as biological catalysts in 1833 and have traditionally been named for the functional group undergoing reaction along with the letters 'ase\' added at the end; for example, amidase \[[@BCJ-477-2875C9]\]. Functional groups are defined here as stable configurations of atoms, typically 2--7, with distinct chemical properties and undergoing defined chemical transformations. A standardized functional group reaction classification was established by 1964 that recognized their reactions as being: (1) oxidation-reduction; (2) group transfer; (3) hydrolysis; (4) lyase reaction; (5) isomerization; or (6) ligation. In 2018, a new class, (7) translocases, was added to include transport proteins \[[@BCJ-477-2875C10]\]. The number of functional groups undergoing one or more reactions in the initial incarnation of the Enzyme Commission (EC) nomenclature system was ∼30. The 712 enzymes classified by the EC in 1964 reacted largely with compounds derived from biological systems: major cellular metabolites proteins, lipids, carbohydrates, and nucleic acids. Accordingly, initial enzymes classified by the EC catalyzed reactions with the most prevalent biological functional groups; for example: amides, amines, alcohols, aldehydes, carboxylates.

The twentieth century saw the rise of the petrochemical industries, leading to an enormous expansion in synthetic consumer products. Presently, ∼10^5^ chemical compounds \[[@BCJ-477-2875C11]\] are found in these products, introducing both new functional groups and their combinations into the biosphere. Industrialization and urbanization led to concentrated pockets of unnatural chemicals and concerns about their effects on biological systems. Mammalian xenobiotic metabolism and human epidemiological studies were carried out to study health effects of industrial chemicals. Biodegradation and bioremediation also arose as important fields of study during that time.

Database and prediction tools define current limits of biodegradation knowledge {#s2c}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To promote understanding and applications of biodegradation and bioremediation, the University of Minnesota Biocatalysis/Biodegradation Database (BBD) went online in 1995 \[[@BCJ-477-2875C12]\] to detail known enzymatic functional group reaction types. We quickly realized it would not be feasible to compile enzyme data for all chemicals. The majority of commercial chemicals have never been studied at the level of enzymatic biodegradation. To highlight the burden for assessing new chemicals, the United States Environmental Protection Agency received 36 000 chemicals for proposed commercial use between 1999 and 2004 alone \[[@BCJ-477-2875C13]\].

To meet the needs of the research community to consider the biodegradation of chemicals comprehensively, the existing knowledge of enzymatic functional group transformation was further developed to predict biodegradation pathways for new chemicals \[[@BCJ-477-2875C14]\]. The *in silico* prediction tool, now known as the Eawag-BBD Pathway Prediction System (PPS), is based on computational reaction rules ([Figure 2](#BCJ-477-2875F2){ref-type="fig"}). Each rule describes a reaction for one of sixty functional groups undergoing on average, one of four types of reactions. The application of 240 functional group reaction rules alone produced many feasible and unlikely pathways. The latter include things like futile cycles that would be selected against in naturally occurring bacteria. To retain the plausible pathways and constrain others, higher order rules that reined in the functional group rules were extracted from existing pathways in the BBD database \[[@BCJ-477-2875C15]\]. These rules on top of rules, denoted as meta- and variable likelihood rules, only added an additional 130 rules but greatly decreased extraneous, implausible pathways and made the prediction tool much more user friendly \[[@BCJ-477-2875C16]\].

![Evolution of biodegradation prediction tools from reaction-rule based software (Eawag-BBD) towards the integration of relative reasoning and meta-rules to limit the combinatorial explosion of possibilities \[[@BCJ-477-2875C15]\].\
The latest software (e.g. enviPath) incorporates probabilistic machine learning models to further prune the search space and predict additional likely pathways for biodegradation \[[@BCJ-477-2875C18]\]. Possible degradation pathways for benzo\[a\]pyrene are collated from the Eawag-BBD, PPS, and enviPath. At the top (Rule prioritization), rule bt0340 in the Eawag-BBD is the prioritized rule for dihydroxylation of polyaromatics overriding rule bt0064 for formation of hydroxybenzenoid derivatives.](BCJ-477-2875-g0002){#BCJ-477-2875F2}

In the years since their initial development, computational methods for biodegradation prediction have undergone major updates including the use of probabilistic models to encode biotransformation rules. Wicker and Fenner pioneered a machine learning approach using multi-label classifiers to calculate probability scores for microbial biotransformations \[[@BCJ-477-2875C17]\]. Probability thresholds from these classifiers were then used to further prune the combinatorial nature of predicted chemical degradation pathways. These models were integrated in a more flexible tool built on the Eawag-BBD known as enviPath, which also allows users to include and analyze their own data \[[@BCJ-477-2875C18]\]. A number of other metabolic pathway prediction tools including PathPred, CATALOGIC, and BNICE have been developed and are primarily still built on biotransformation logic resembling the Eawag-BBD \[[@BCJ-477-2875C19]\]. Indeed, the Eawag-BBD remains the largest manually curated and publicly available collection of biotransformation rules specifically tailored towards contaminants in the environment. A key limitation of existing pathway prediction tools is the inability to quantitatively model the half-lives of chemicals. As a first step towards this ambitious goal, the Eawag-Soil package was published with over 4700 half-life values for the transformations of pesticides and other xenobiotics in soil \[[@BCJ-477-2875C22]\]. Improved availability of chemical half-life data through data packages such as Eawag-Soil will advance progress towards quantitatively predicting the persistence and fate of contaminants in the environment.

New biodegradation limits: new enzymes acting on new chemicals {#s3}
==============================================================

New enzymes can evolve rapidly {#s3a}
------------------------------

Increasingly, industry is seeking to make molecules that biodegrade after their useful lifetime. Even before environmental concerns were of high priority in industry, most industrial chemicals were found to be biodegradable because microbes are inherently efficient in biodegradation. This is, in part, due to their large numbers (10^9^/gm in a typical topsoil) and rapid rates of evolution due to extraordinary generation times as short as 9.8 minutes \[[@BCJ-477-2875C23]\]. Those facts are coupled with the exceptional capacity of enzyme catalysis provided by amino acid side chains, metals, and organic cofactors. Enzymes were traditionally thought to be highly specific catalysts \[[@BCJ-477-2875C24]\], but more recent studies have called attention to enzyme promiscuity and its role in the evolution of new catalytic functions \[[@BCJ-477-2875C25],[@BCJ-477-2875C26]\]. The term 'enzyme promiscuity\' highlights observations that many enzymes have low activities with substrates typically not present in cells and thus are generally irrelevant to cell physiology, but new anthropogenic substances can act to select for and thus promulgate these off-target enzyme activities. Indeed, multiple selective events can lead to the evolution of new metabolic pathways for the complete biodegradation of anthropogenic chemicals \[[@BCJ-477-2875C27]\]. For example, bacterial melamine metabolism combines a highly specific melamine deaminase producing ammeline with a guanine deaminase that serves the cell by deaminating guanine. The guanine deaminase also does double-duty to deaminate ammeline to ammelide, filling a gap in the pathway \[[@BCJ-477-2875C28]\]. The concept of catalytic promiscuity has also been central to developments in directed laboratory evolution for generating robust industrial enzyme catalysts. Directed evolution typically starts with a modest non-physiological reactivity of an enzyme being boosted through rounds of experimental selection to achieve activity levels approaching the *k~ca~*~t~/*K*~M~ values of naturally occurring enzymes \[[@BCJ-477-2875C29]\]. The techniques making that possible were the subject of Frances Arnold\'s Nobel Prize lecture in Chemistry in 2018 \[[@BCJ-477-2875C30]\]. Indeed, 'directed evolution\' is a keyword in over 3700 PubMed articles and these techniques have been effective to shift or enhance the natural biocatalytic capabilities of enzymes to act on desired substrates including xenobiotics \[[@BCJ-477-2875C31]\].

Biodegradative enzymes quickly evolve to 'average\' enzyme activity {#s3b}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

In directed evolution in the laboratory, the practitioner typically takes an enzyme with a low promiscuous activity and carries out mutation and selection to evolve a higher activity toward a new substrate of interest \[[@BCJ-477-2875C8]\]. In some cases, an entirely new biocatalytic reaction has been evolved, for example a new enzyme that makes carbon-to-silicon bonds \[[@BCJ-477-2875C32]\]. The improvement in catalytic efficiency of these enzymes is often expressed as an increase in the steady-state kinetic parameter, *k~ca~*~t~/*K*~M~. This is directly relevant to the limits of biodegradation as many new synthetic chemicals are introduced into commerce annually and efficient biodegradation will require that high catalytic rates evolve quickly in new enzymes.

Evolution in nature has been shown to proceed in a similar manner as in the laboratory and low promiscuous activities are selected for to generate new enzymes \[[@BCJ-477-2875C27]\]. The important question is how rapidly does natural evolution occur to biodegrade emerging environmental pollutants, and we will use here the same metric used in directed evolution experiments: *k~ca~*~t~/*K*~M~. Enzymes clearly demonstrated to be newly evolved must be compared with the set of well-studied enzymes, most of which are common to many forms of life and are thus ancient in an evolutionary sense. The BRENDA enzyme database contains such a set of *k~ca~*~t~/*K*~M~ parameters for \>3500 enzymes with their preferred substrates. This data was recently compiled and analyzed \[[@BCJ-477-2875C33],[@BCJ-477-2875C34]\] and forms the basis for the comparisons made here. The BRENDA dataset showed median kinetic values for *k~ca~*~t~ and *K*~M~ of 10 s^−1^ and 100 µM, respectively, yielding a combined *k~ca~*~t~/*K*~M~ of 1 × 10^5^ M^−1^ s^−1^. The plotted values across all enzyme show a Gaussian distribution ([Figure 3](#BCJ-477-2875F3){ref-type="fig"}) with most falling in the range of 10^4^--10^6^ M^−1^ s^−1^ \[[@BCJ-477-2875C33],[@BCJ-477-2875C34]\]. Moreover, \<1% of enzymes operate in the diffusion-controlled reaction regime of \>10^9^ M^−1^ s^−1^, which was an unexpected finding since many enzyme examples in biochemistry textbooks have been selected for their exceptional catalytic rates, but these are not representative of enzymes at large.

![Distribution of *k~cat~*/*K*~M~ enzyme values, comparing all enzymes in the BRENDA database to enzymes for which there is evidence of their recent evolution to specifically react with new anthropogenic chemicals.\
The pink curve represents the nearly Gaussian distribution of *k~cat~*/*K*~M~ values for 4451 enzymes as analyzed by Davidi et al. \[[@BCJ-477-2875C32]\]. The symbols each represent an enzyme isolated specifically for its activity against an anthropogenic chemical and derived from a microorganism evolved to biodegrade the chemical. Details of each enzyme, its source, and steady-state kinetic parameters can be found in Supplementary Table S1.](BCJ-477-2875-g0003){#BCJ-477-2875F3}

Interestingly, many enzymes that we believe to have recently evolved to biodegrade new chemicals have a *k~ca~*~t~/*K*~M~ in the same range, ∼10^4^--4 × 10^7^ M^−1^ s^−1^, with a similar median ([Figure 3](#BCJ-477-2875F3){ref-type="fig"} and Supplementary Table S1). The survey is inherently limited because we restricted the biodegradative enzymes to those for which there is reasonable evidence supporting a recent evolution in response to new chemical inputs into the environment. For example, recent evolutionary origins are strongly suggested for atrazine chlorohydrolase (AtzA). After atrazine was introduced as a new commercial herbicide in 1959 \[[@BCJ-477-2875C35]\], it was considered poorly biodegradable but that was followed after some decades with a sudden emergence of rapid biodegradation in many soils linked to the presence of the *atzA* gene \[[@BCJ-477-2875C36],[@BCJ-477-2875C37]\]. Rapid atrazine biodegradation was further linked to the spread of the *atzA* gene on transposable DNA segments found on broad host-range plasmids \[[@BCJ-477-2875C38]\] supported by strong AtzA sequence conservation (\>98%) amongst enzyme variants from six continents \[[@BCJ-477-2875C39]\]. Moreover, AtzA is highly specific; it reacts with atrazine and more slowly with an atrazine analog containing a fluorine in place of chlorine. It specifically catalyzes hydrolytic dehalogenation, a reactivity obtained principally via two point mutations that switch its chemospecificity from deamination to dehalogenation \[[@BCJ-477-2875C40]\]. AtzA was found to be 98% identical in amino acid sequence to a deaminase enzyme, TriA \[[@BCJ-477-2875C41]\]. The deaminase, that had very low dehalogenase activity, was mutated in the laboratory and evolved into a dehalogenase, recapitulating the natural evolutionary pathway \[[@BCJ-477-2875C42]\]. The naturally evolved enzyme shows a respectable *k~ca~*~t~/*K*~M~ of 7.4 × 10^4^ M^−1^ s^−1^ ([Figure 3](#BCJ-477-2875F3){ref-type="fig"} and Supplementary Table S1). In total, these combined observations demonstrate that new enzymatic activities directed against anthropogenic chemicals can arise very quickly, show high substrate selectivity, and substantial catalytic efficiency.

A similar set of observations implicate *trans*-3-chloroacrylate dehalogenase as a recently evolved enzyme. The first enzyme identified with this reactivity was derived from *Pseudomonas cichorii* 170 that was isolated from soil repeatedly treated with the commercial nematocide (+/−)-1,3-dichloropropene \[[@BCJ-477-2875C43]\]. The biodegradative pathway for racemic 1,3-dichloropropene produces both *cis-* and *trans*-3-chloroacrylate as intermediates. Distinct dehalogenase enzymes react with each. Each enzyme has a *k~ca~*~t~/*K*~M~ of \>1 × 10^5^ M^−1^ s^−1^ against its respective haloacrylate substrate. The stereospecific enzyme reactive with the *trans*-intermediate has been more exhaustively studied and is included here ([Figure 3](#BCJ-477-2875F3){ref-type="fig"}). The dehalogenase X-ray structure has been solved and it is a member of a major tautomerase superfamily \[[@BCJ-477-2875C44]\]. Indeed, the enzyme 4-oxalocrotonate that catalyzes the isomerization of 2-oxo-4-hexenedioate to 2-oxo-3-hexenedioate also catalyzes hydrolytic dehalogenation of *trans*-3-chloroacrylate, albeit at a very modest *k~ca~*~t~/*K*~M~ of 1.1 × 10^−2^ M^−1^ s^−1^. Poelarends et al. introduced two point mutations that increased the *k~ca~*~t~/*K*~M~ for *trans*-3-chloroacrylate by two orders of magnitude \[[@BCJ-477-2875C45]\]. These mutations were chosen based on the knowledge that both reactions proceed through a proposed enolate intermediate.

With *trans*-3-chloroacrylate dehalogenase and atrazine chlorohydrolase both, structural and mechanistic studies have revealed adaptive pathways by which common cellular deamination and isomerization catalysts can undergo minimal mutational changes to assume new cellular functions as dechlorinating enzymes. That activity can then spread in ecosystems when there is widespread environmental use of the chemical. It is likely that enzymes capable of reacting with atrazine and *trans*-3-chloroacrylate arose previously in enzyme evolutionary history but only became widespread when human commercial activities provided the appropriate selective pressure. The enzymes in [Figure 3](#BCJ-477-2875F3){ref-type="fig"} show significant activity, in the range of 10^4^--10^8^ M^−1^ s^−1^, with anthropogenic compounds believed to have existed only within the last century, a very short time period on an evolutionary time scale.

New enzymes act on new functional groups, further expanding limits of biodegradation {#s3c}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Newly evolved enzymes allow bacteria to acquire carbon, nitrogen, phosphorus or sulfur from additional chemicals by functional group transformations liberating those elements in assimilable forms. The functional groups undergoing enzymatic reactions for the anthropogenic chemicals depicted in Supplementary Table S1 are organohalides, phosphotriesters, carbamates, esters, sulfamates, azo, nitro, amide and alkyl chemical groups. Many of these functional groups are uncommon in biology but are found in industrial, agricultural, and consumer products. As previously mentioned, there are ∼30 common functional groups (alcohols, aldehydes, carboxylates, etc.) that combine to make most intermediary metabolites. The Eawag-BBD catalogues the biodegradative metabolism of ∼30 more distinct functional groups \[[@BCJ-477-2875C16]\]. The Chemical Abstracts Service Registry adds 15 000 new chemical entries daily \[[@BCJ-477-2875C46]\]. Some of those new chemicals contain functional groups not represented in the Eawag-BBD rule base and so complete predictions for their biodegradation cannot be made. Supplementary Table S2 compiles information on additional functional groups for which enzymatic transformations have been incompletely studied. The metabolism of compounds containing those functional group can provide carbon, nitrogen, phosphorus, or sulfur to support microbial growth, making it very likely that they are biodegradable. The compilation in Supplementary Table S2 calls out a need for continuing biodegradation studies to fill knowledge gaps and inform new prediction capabilities that will extend to newly synthesized chemicals containing those functional groups.

Case studies: biodegradation limits expanded in studies of polyfunctionalized compounds {#s4}
=======================================================================================

Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons {#s4a}
--------------------------------

Polyfunctionalized molecules are often slow to biodegrade, even when composed of the same functional group, for example, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) are compounds containing multiple aromatic rings. PAHs are abundant in coal, petroleum, and as by-products from combustion of organic materials \[[@BCJ-477-2875C47]\]. PAH ring systems are highly stable thermodynamically and it has been proposed that a significant fraction of carbon in the universe exists in this form \[[@BCJ-477-2875C48]\].

Initial studies on the metabolism of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) were carried out using rats, decades before comparable studies with bacteria. In the 1930\'s, Eric Boyland, a founder of the molecular toxicology field, showed certain PAHs were exquisitely carcinogenic to rats \[[@BCJ-477-2875C49]\]. Over the next 5 decades, Boyland and co-workers carried out extensive studies to elucidate the metabolic fate of these chemicals in mammals, which proved to be the key to understanding their carcinogenicity \[[@BCJ-477-2875C50]\]. PAH metabolism in mammals was shown to be initiated by a membrane-bound heme-containing monooxygenase that came to be known as cytochrome P450 \[[@BCJ-477-2875C51]\]. A soluble counterpart P450 was later identified in bacteria in 1968 that functioned in the biodegradative pathway for a non-aromatic natural product, camphor \[[@BCJ-477-2875C52]\]. The mammalian metabolism of PAHs produced epoxides and *trans*-dihydrodiol metabolites ([Figure 4A](#BCJ-477-2875F4){ref-type="fig"}) that were further functionalized to make them more water soluble to promote their excretion in the animal\'s urine \[[@BCJ-477-2875C53]\].

![Differential activation of a representative polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) under aerobic (A & B) and anaerobic conditions (C) showing the key ring activation mechanism by each of the three major types of metabolic pathways.\
(**A**) shows ring activation by a cytochrome P450 monooxygenase that breaks the aromaticity of the central ring to make an epoxide intermediate shown at the top in the dotted box. Further reactions serve to make the molecule more water soluble for excretion and so this pathway is common in eukaryotes, including humans \[[@BCJ-477-2875C66]\]. (**B**) shows ring activation by a dioxygenase enzyme to produce a dihydrodiol intermediate in the middle of the dotted box \[[@BCJ-477-2875C67]\]. Further oxidations lead to cleavage of the aromatic ring and ultimate assimilation of the carbon by biodegrading bacteria. (**C**) shows initial ring activation by a carboxylase enzyme to make a carboxylated PAH at the bottom in the dotted box. The carboxyl group is further functionalized with coenzyme A and then reductases reduce the aromatic ring to allow hydrolases, dehydrogenases, and ring cleavage enzymes to degrade the structure and allow carbon assimilation \[[@BCJ-477-2875C60]\].](BCJ-477-2875-g0004){#BCJ-477-2875F4}

The bacterial metabolism of several PAHs was reported in 1958 by Fernley and Evans \[[@BCJ-477-2875C54]\]. In early studies, it was presumed that microorganisms produced *trans*-dihydrodiols based on the mammalian paradigm. However, in the 1970\'s, bacteria were demonstrated to oxidize PAHs via dioxygenase enzymes producing *cis-*dihydrodiols with naphthalene \[[@BCJ-477-2875C55]\], benzo\[a\]anthracene and benzo\[a\]pyrene \[[@BCJ-477-2875C56]\] ([Figure 4B](#BCJ-477-2875F4){ref-type="fig"}). Recently, the type of dioxygenases that oxidize PAHs (Rieske oxygenases) have been found to be very common throughout the microbial world \[[@BCJ-477-2875C57]\] and their substrate range extends beyond aromatic compounds. In some bacteria that are particularly active in degrading diverse PAH structures, both Rieske dioxygenase and cytochrome P450 monooxygenases participate in the biodegradation via pathways that closely resemble the predicted biodegradation pathway for benzo\[a\]pyrene represented in [Figure 2](#BCJ-477-2875F2){ref-type="fig"} \[[@BCJ-477-2875C58]\]. The cytochrome P450 monooxygenase transforms PAHs to epoxide metabolites as shown in [Figure 4A](#BCJ-477-2875F4){ref-type="fig"}. The set of biodegradative enzymes needed to completely mineralize multi-ring PAHs such as benzo\[a\]pyrene is extensive and not highly common in bacteria. As shown in [Figure 2](#BCJ-477-2875F2){ref-type="fig"}, four enzymatic reactions are required to remove just one carbon atom from the 20 carbon atoms in benzo\[a\]pyrene.

It was once believed PAHs were only biodegraded in aerobic environments, but exciting recent advances have been made in demonstrating mechanisms by which anaerobic bacteria biodegrade these compounds \[[@BCJ-477-2875C59]\]. A critical research question in anaerobic systems remained: how are highly resonance-stabilized PAHs activated for metabolism in the absence of the reactive oxygen species generated at the active sites of cytochrome P450 and Riseke oxygenases? The key initiating activation is catalyzed by carboxylases as suggested by metabolite studies \[[@BCJ-477-2875C60]\]. This difficult carboxylation biochemistry may be carried out at least in part by enzymes from a large family of reversible UbiD-like (de)carboxylases that have a unique prenylated-FMN cofactor and were recently characterized for carrying out a wide range of reactions \[[@BCJ-477-2875C61]\].

Subsequent to carboxylation, the carboxyl group is esterified to coenzyme A and then goes through ring reduction ([Figure 4C](#BCJ-477-2875F4){ref-type="fig"}). The aromatic ring reduction is truly remarkable biochemistry mimicking a chemical reaction known as the Birch reduction which uses sodium metal in ammonia to achieve the very low redox potential necessary to overcome the highly resonance-stabilized benzene ring. Two distinct benzoyl-CoA reductase enzyme systems (BCRs) have evolved that reach to the known biological limits of negative redox potential at −622 mV \[[@BCJ-477-2875C62],[@BCJ-477-2875C63]\]. BCR class I contain three Fe~4~S~4~ clusters and use ATP to help drive the reaction \[[@BCJ-477-2875C62]\]. Class II BCRs contain Fe~4~S~4~ clusters and carry out the reduction at a tungsten center in an ATP-independent reaction \[[@BCJ-477-2875C63]\]. It is not clear which, or if both types, participate in the anaerobic biodegradation of multi-ring aromatic systems. These studies are at the limits of current knowledge of PAH biodegradation.

In nature, aromatic hydrocarbons are often functionalized, most commonly with alkyl substituents. As such, there are millions of distinct aromatic ring compounds. Showing complete pathways for even a small fraction of these compounds is beyond the scope of the present review and readers are referred to the metabolic databases such as enviPath \[[@BCJ-477-2875C18]\], KEGG \[[@BCJ-477-2875C64]\], or MetaCyc \[[@BCJ-477-2875C65]\] for details on all of the reactions and metabolites in known pathways.

Polychlorinated compounds {#s4b}
-------------------------

While enzymes for the biodegradation of PAHs were being elucidated in the 1970\'s, insights into the microbial metabolism of polychlorinated compounds came in the succeeding decades ([Figure 1](#BCJ-477-2875F1){ref-type="fig"}). In the early to mid-twentieth century, many polychlorinated compounds were used commercially because they resisted biodegradation and that was considered a desirable property, for example, with long-lasting pesticides such as chlordane. Subsequently, many commercial polychlorinated compounds were found to be toxic to animals, including humans, and so the biodegradation of chlorinated compounds was studied extensively \[[@BCJ-477-2875C66]\]. Also during that period, chemists discovered a wide variety of chlorinated natural products, which likely are produced as biotoxins against competing organisms \[[@BCJ-477-2875C67]\].

Chlorinated compounds are enzymatically biodegraded by several different mechanisms and specific examples are represented in [Figure 5A](#BCJ-477-2875F5){ref-type="fig"}. They are: (1) hydrolytic (DhaA), (2) beta-eliminative (LinA, a lyase reaction), (3) reductive (PceA) and (4) oxygenative (sMMO) mechanisms \[[@BCJ-477-2875C66]\]. For example, 1,2-dichloroethane is a high-volume commercial chemical that is dechlorinated via hydrolase enzymes (e.g. DhaA) \[[@BCJ-477-2875C68]\]. An alkyl carbon atom bearing a single chlorine atom is highly susceptible to nucleophilic displacement, making it readily biodegradable by a wide range of bacteria \[[@BCJ-477-2875C69]\]. Highly chlorinated compounds are almost invariably more resistant to biodegradation and were found to be persistent in many environments \[[@BCJ-477-2875C70]\]. In those cases where they do biodegrade, reductive dechlorination often initiates their catabolism. The underlying biochemistry has now been studied in some detail. Reduced biological metallo- cofactors such as Fe-heme, Co-cobalamins, and Ni-F430, in the absence of an associated enzyme, were shown to be capable of catalyzing reductive cleavage of carbon to chlorine bonds \[[@BCJ-477-2875C71]\]. Previously, coenzyme F430 alone had been shown to catalyze reductive dechlorination of chloromethanes \[[@BCJ-477-2875C72]\]. Enzymes containing those cofactors may carry out non-physiological \[[@BCJ-477-2875C73]\] or energy-linked reductive dehalogenation \[[@BCJ-477-2875C74]\]. In contrast, less chlorinated olefinic and aromatic compounds are often biodegraded rapidly by oxygenase-catalyzed reactions \[[@BCJ-477-2875C75]\]. The complementarity of reductive reactions for polyhalogenated compounds and oxygenative degradation after partial halogen displacement led to the concept of cycling between those reactions to carry out complete dehalogenation ([Figure 5B](#BCJ-477-2875F5){ref-type="fig"}). A recombinant bacterium was shown to catalyze anaerobic reduction and elimination of chloride from pentachloroethane to yield trichloroethylene that was oxidized to completely non-chlorinated end-products aerobically \[[@BCJ-477-2875C79]\]. This study highlights that nature must also draw on multiple enzymes and mechanisms to biodegrade multiply halogenated compounds.

![Chlorinated compounds are biodegraded by different mechanisms and complete biodegradation of highly chlorinated compounds may require multiple mechanisms.\
(**A**) Four mechanisms of dehalogenation are illustrated by four different enzymatic examples. The examples (left to right, top to bottom) are haloalkane dehalogenase (DhaA), lindane dehalogenase (LinA), perchloroethylene reductive dehalogenase (PceA), and soluble methane monooxygenase (sMMO). (**B**) Biodegradation of pentachloroethane by a recombinant bacterium combines reductive and eliminative dechlorination at low oxygen tension and oxygenative biodegradation at ambient oxygen tension \[[@BCJ-477-2875C70]\]. This mimics an ideal situation in the environment in which highly chlorinated compounds can be biodegraded by reductive dehalogenation and subsequent oxygenative dehalogenation either by different or the same microorganism(s), as some anaerobes are known to express oxygenases.](BCJ-477-2875-g0005){#BCJ-477-2875F5}

Energy-linked organohalide respiration was initially discovered from careful analytical chemical analysis of polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB)-laden sediments where highly chlorinated PCBs were giving rise to less-chlorinated products \[[@BCJ-477-2875C80]\]. The process was clearly shown to be microbiological in subsequent laboratory studies with mixed cultures of bacteria \[[@BCJ-477-2875C81]\]. Since then, a range of chlorinated aliphatic and aromatic compounds have been shown to undergo reduction as part of bacterial processes yielding ATP \[[@BCJ-477-2875C74]\]. These reductases may be membrane-bound or soluble; the latter have been chosen for mechanistic studies because of the greater facility with which they could be studied and crystallized.

To date, two soluble reductive dehalogenases have had X-ray structures solved. They derive from the strict anaerobe *Sulfurospirillum multivorans* that grows with tetrachloroethene as the terminal electron acceptor \[[@BCJ-477-2875C82]\] and from *Nitratireductor pacificus* strain pht-3BT \[[@BCJ-477-2875C83]\] that was isolated from a deep-sea pyrene-degrading bacterial consortium. The latter enzyme is a non-respiratory reductive dehalogenase \[[@BCJ-477-2875C84]\]. Both enzymes contain iron sulfur clusters and a corrinoid cofactor lacking an axial base ligand, which is atypical of most enzyme-associated corrinoids. Earlier non-enzymatic studies had shown that corrinoids lacking an axial base showed significantly higher rates of reductive dehalogenation \[[@BCJ-477-2875C85]\] and nature seems to have adopted this strategy. Both structure-based enzyme studies suggest that a carbon-centered radical may be an intermediate along the reaction pathway. However, the mechanistic proposals differ in that Bommer et al. propose an electron transfer into the carbon-to-halogen bond with a possible carbon-to-cobalt bond forming, whereas Payne et al. propose cobalt forming a direct bond with the halogen during catalysis. Carbon-to-cobalt bonds are known in enzymes and model reactions with corrinoids \[[@BCJ-477-2875C86]\] but the proposed halogen-cobalt interaction was novel. The latter was further supported by electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy \[[@BCJ-477-2875C83]\]. Beyond these two examples, there are \>100 phylogenetically distinct orthologous groups of reductive dehalogenases, and multiple reductive dehalogenases per genome are common in some classes of bacteria such as the Dehalococcoidia \[[@BCJ-477-2875C87],[@BCJ-477-2875C88]\]. The reductive dehalogenases are considered to be evolutionarily ancient, with a likely expansion in genomes due to the recent anthropogenic release of chlorinated industrial chemicals.

Perfluorinated compounds {#s4c}
------------------------

While the biodegradation of perchlorinated compounds is now reasonably well-defined, perfluorinated compounds were developed commercially at a later date and are exceptionally challenging to degrade due to their extreme inertness. The carbon-to-fluorine bond is considered amongst the strongest known, with a bond dissociation energy of up to 130 kcal per mol. Despite this, compounds containing single carbon-to-fluorine bonds have been shown to react with enzymes. For example, fluoroacetate is a potent toxin produced by some plants and *Streptomyces* spp. \[[@BCJ-477-2875C89]\]. A selective pressure for detoxification and carbon acquisition from fluoroacetate likely led to the evolution of a specific hydrolytic defluorinating enzyme that transforms fluoroacetate to glycolate via a direct displacement mechanism \[[@BCJ-477-2875C90]\]. Fluoroacetate was the first among a handful of fluorinated natural products to have been reported and they are mainly limited to fluorinated amino acids, fatty acids, and nucleoside derivatives \[[@BCJ-477-2875C89]\]. Although no fluoroaromatic natural products have been isolated to date, monofluorinated aromatics are known to be biodegradable \[[@BCJ-477-2875C91]\]. In organochemical reactions, fluoroaromatics are known to undergo nucleophilic aromatic substitution reactions more readily than their chlorinated counterparts \[[@BCJ-477-2875C94]\]. In light of that, it is not surprising that these compounds are readily accessible to enzymatic degradation.

Over the last century, industries have presented a much more imposing challenge to biological systems by synthesizing a diverse collection of perfluoroalkyl sulfonic and carboxylic acids. Principal among those are perfluorooctane sulfonic acid (PFOS), perfluorooctanoic acid (PFOA), and a hexafluoropropylene oxide dimer acid (FRD-903), the latter being a more recently introduced substitute for the other two ([Figure 6A](#BCJ-477-2875F6){ref-type="fig"}). These and more than 4000 related highly fluorinated compounds have been produced and used extensively in household products, fire suppression, metal-plating, electronics, and other industrial applications \[[@BCJ-477-2875C95]\]. As such, they have become widespread in the environment. More importantly, numerous human health and ecosystem effects are now attributed to exposure to PFOS and PFOA \[[@BCJ-477-2875C96]\]. FRD-903 is newer ([Figure 6A](#BCJ-477-2875F6){ref-type="fig"}), and it is not yet clear if this represents a safer alternative. Concerns have been compounded by the prevailing notion that many of these compounds persist and may be completely non-biodegradable.

![Perfluorinated compound biodegradation is currently under intense investigation.\
Specific biodegradative enzymes are yet to be identified and the proposed mechanism for defluorination is based on chemical studies. (**A**) shows important commercial perfluorinated compounds. (**B**) shows a proposed mechanism by which a representative perfluorocarboxylate (PFOA) could be completely degraded by one or more enzymes via consecutive one-carbon chain shortening cycles. Although enzyme(s) responsible for catalyzing PFOA degradation have not yet been characterized, this proposal is consistent with studies on *Acidimicrobium* sp. strain A6 \[[@BCJ-477-2875C97]\] and abiotic chemical degradation reactions. The key intermediate is a carbon-centered radical that could be generated via a reductive or oxidative enzymatic process. Recombination of the radical with a yet unknown oxygen species (hydroxyl radical only represents the proper electron balance) could generate a difluorohydroxy species that could undergo spontaneous displacement of two fluorine atoms. That would generate a new fluorocarboxylate that is one carbon shorter, and then the cycle can repeat, leading to complete degradation. *R* = one or more CF~x~ groups.](BCJ-477-2875-g0006){#BCJ-477-2875F6}

There have been numerous reports of PFOS or PFOA biodegradation in sediments or microbial consortia but studies based on substrate disappearance only are prone to artifact. Ideal biodegradation studies: (1) document compound purity, (2) identify reaction products, (3) show a kinetic course of biodegradation, and (4) show the specific participation of an identified microorganism or enzyme. In this context, a recent study by Huang and Jaffé that addressed those issues comprehensively has attracted significant attention \[[@BCJ-477-2875C97]\]. The paper describes the biodegradation of PFOS and PFOA by a bacterium, *Acidimicrobium* sp. strain A6, both as an isolate and in combination with other uncharacterized microbes in an enrichment culture. Both the isolate and enrichment culture showed biodegradation of both PFOA and PFOS with the corresponding formation of fluoride.

Additionally, time course analysis of PFOA and PFOS biodegradation showed C~7~, C~6~, C~5~, and C~4~ perfluorinated carboxylic acid breakdown products accumulating in the enrichment cultures along with fluoride. PFOA showed an initial drop during the first one-third of the time course and the corresponding C~7~ perfluorinated acid formed and plateaued. Shorter chain perfluoro acids (C~6~, C~5~, C~4~) also increased and the C~4~ acid started declining at the longest time point, suggesting continued degradation of the carbon chain in the enrichment culture. These observations are consistent with a biological mechanism by which the chain is shortened from the carboxylic acid end, one carbon at a time, with the concomitant liberation of fluorine atoms as fluoride ([Figure 6B](#BCJ-477-2875F6){ref-type="fig"}).

While purified enzymes catalyzing defluorination of perfluorinated compounds have not been reported to date, insights can be derived from the whole-cell studies described above and in the context of chemical degradation experiments that use strong oxidants and reductants. Perfluorinated compounds are highly inert to nucleophilic displacement reactions, but persulfate and nickel-iron reagents have been shown to catalyze PFOA oxidation and reduction reactions, respectively, that lead to fluoride release and chain shortening \[[@BCJ-477-2875C98]\]. In those studies, it is generally agreed that both oxidation and reduction reactions proceed through a carbon-centered radical intermediate ([Figure 6B](#BCJ-477-2875F6){ref-type="fig"}). The radical is proposed to be quenched with an oxygen atom derived from water to produce the difluoro alcohol that would undergo spontaneous and rapid *gem*-elimination of HF to produce an acyl-fluoride that would hydrolyze rapidly to the carboxylic acid. These chemical mechanisms, like the *Acidimicrobium* sp. strain A6 cultures \[[@BCJ-477-2875C97]\], release fluoride and produce a series of shorter chain perfluorinated carboxylic acids. A non-biological study using an electrical plasma-based system that generates both oxidizing and reducing species showed the formation of formate during the course of PFOA removal from water \[[@BCJ-477-2875C101]\]. It is proposed that a reductive mechanism would produce formate and an oxidative process would produce carbon dioxide \[[@BCJ-477-2875C98],[@BCJ-477-2875C99],[@BCJ-477-2875C101]\]. Differentiating between formate or carbon dioxide end products is difficult in a whole-cell biological system with thousands of enzymes present but should be addressable in future *in vitro* studies with defined enzymes.

Polymer biodegradation {#s4d}
----------------------

Nature has made and biodegraded polymers for millions of years. Natural polymers can be recycled on short time scales but also, as in the case of lignin, support trees more than one hundred meters tall that live for thousands of years \[[@BCJ-477-2875C102]\]. The durability of lignin is due partly to its heterogeneous structure, derived from various biological radical coupling reactions \[[@BCJ-477-2875C103]\]. Lignin biosynthesis is thought to have evolved 400--450 million years ago \[[@BCJ-477-2875C104]\], providing microbes sufficient time to evolve biodegradative enzymes that recycle carbon from lignin into the shared biosphere.

In contrast, the beginnings of synthetic polymers go back merely two hundred years \[[@BCJ-477-2875C105]\]. The earliest contrivances were semi-synthetic. Polymers such as cellulose acetate were generated by chemical modification of the naturally occurring cellulose polymers. Bakelite was the first polymer, or plastic, built up completely starting with synthetic non-polymer precursors, phenols and formaldehyde. Bakelite was first prepared and molded for consumer goods in 1910 \[[@BCJ-477-2875C105]\]. Over the ensuing 100 years, plastic types and quantities increased enormously. Major polymers in use today are polyethylene (PE), polypropylene (PP), polystyrene (PS), polyvinyl chloride (PVC), polyurethanes (PUR), and polyethylene terephthalate (PET) ([Figure 1](#BCJ-477-2875F1){ref-type="fig"}). Today, up to 8% of total fossil fuel resources are used annually to supply the carbon and energy for producing synthetic polymers \[[@BCJ-477-2875C106]\].

Until recently, research and development of synthetic polymers was largely focused on their properties and performance pertaining to intended applications, with little thought of their biodegradability or recyclability. This has changed to some degree. While performance is still important for commercial applicability, the pervasiveness and consequences of polymers in the environment are changing public and political perceptions. For example, the Great Pacific Garbage Patch is estimated to contain more than 1.8 trillion pieces of plastic. If it continues to grow at its current pace, the mass of ocean plastics is estimated to exceed that of fish by the year 2050 \[[@BCJ-477-2875C107],[@BCJ-477-2875C108]\]. Recently, concerns have been heightened by the analytical documentation and purported health effects of micro- and nano-plastic particles in the bodies of humans \[[@BCJ-477-2875C109]\]. These developments have brought increasing focus on the biodegradation and recycling of synthetic polymers.

It is important to investigate plastic biodegradation for purposes of environmental remediation and guidance on designing new polymers, but many investigations have been faulted for a lack of scientific rigor \[[@BCJ-477-2875C110]\]. The biodegradation of low molecular mass chemicals is typically demonstrated with mass balances, substrate disappearance and commensurate product formation, and the involvement of specific enzymes or genes. These criteria are difficult to achieve with plastics biodegradation studies and so rarely met in published accounts. Instead more indirect evidence of biodegradation may be shown, for example, microscopic images of microbes inhabiting surfaces, increases in microbial biomass over time, or loss of plastic over time \[[@BCJ-477-2875C110]\]. These are not immune to artifacts, however. Microbes are well-documented to grow on chemicals commonly used as plasticizers in polymer formulations, and these plasticizers are not covalently linked to the polymer matrix. PVC plastics can contain up 50% plasticizer, of which phthalate esters are most common \[[@BCJ-477-2875C113]\]. Phthalates are highly biodegradable \[[@BCJ-477-2875C114]\]. Bisphenol A (BPA) is used in polyester-styrene and polycarbonate plastics and is also known to be biodegradable by a number of bacteria \[[@BCJ-477-2875C115]\]. These comments are not meant to imply that polymers such as low-density polyethylene are non-biodegradable, given that nature makes an impressive array of oxygenolytic enzymes for degrading natural polymers \[[@BCJ-477-2875C111]\]. However, this present review will focus on polymer degradation studies that have met the standard of mass balances and enzyme delineation.

The most detailed studies of biodegradation for a major synthetic polymer have been conducted with polyethylene terephthalate (PET) (see structure III in [Figure 1](#BCJ-477-2875F1){ref-type="fig"}). Recently, a bacterium was isolated in pure culture that was capable of growing on PET as a sole source of carbon and energy \[[@BCJ-477-2875C116]\]. The bacterium*, Ideonella sakaiensis* 201-F6, was part of a consortium that almost completely degraded a PET film in 6 weeks. Sequencing the bacterium\'s genome revealed the presence of enzymes that degraded PET to mono(2-hydroxyethyl) terephthalic acid that was further transformed to terephthalate and ethylene glycol. The metabolism of terephthalate \[[@BCJ-477-2875C117]\] and ethylene glycol \[[@BCJ-477-2875C118]\] has been demonstrated in a large number of divergent bacteria.

The PET-digesting enzyme, denoted PETase, that is secreted by *I. sakaiensis* was studied in mechanistic detail and its structure was solved to 0.92 Angstrom resolution \[[@BCJ-477-2875C119]\]. PETase shows a classical α/β-hydrolase fold and \>50% sequence identity with cutinase enzymes known to hydrolyze the plant leaf-surface polymer, cutin. To accommodate the polymers, both enzymes contain an active site in a cleft that binds the respective polymer strands. PETase is distinctive in showing a cleft that is almost three-fold wider than the cleft in the cutinase from *Thermobifida fusca*, for which an X-ray structure is also available \[[@BCJ-477-2875C120]\]. The PETase active site is characterized by a catalytic triad with a serine nucleophile in relay with an aspartate and a histidine, an arrangement common in α/β-hydrolases. The wild-type enzyme, and double mutant with higher activity, were shown to have activity in biodegrading PET and a commercially relevant PET replacement polymer, polyethylene-2,5-furandicarboxylate (PEF) \[[@BCJ-477-2875C119]\].

Most recently, Tournier et al. reported on the results of a comprehensive study for using a PETase enzyme to degrade commercial PET, recycle the terephthalic acid to produce new PET, and thus show that PETase can potentially serve in a use-reuse circular system \[[@BCJ-477-2875C121]\]. To accomplish that, extensive enzyme engineering was carried out to increase enzymatic activity and melting temperature. The former was carried out by modeling to identify eleven residues for saturation mutagenesis and subsequent combinatorial testing of best variants. To increase protein stability, a disulfide bond was engineered into the structure, creating a PETase with a melting temperature of 94.5°C. The engineered PETase was tested in a 150 L pilot scale-up to mimic an industrial process. The pilot scale proved effective when using a volume of PETase enzyme that would cost 4% of the value of the PET being treated. This suggested that an enzyme-based recycling process using the engineered PETase would be feasible in terms of cost. In the process that was demonstrated, terephthalic acid could be recovered and used with commercial ethylene glycol to regenerate new PET. This makes sense economically as terephthalic acid represents 86.3% of the mass of the PET being recycled and it can be crystallized, whereas ethylene glycol is difficult to recover.

Polymer biodegradation represents one frontier in the effort to handle the recalcitrant compounds that humans have continually devised for safety, health and convenience. Beyond PET, there are signs of progress on the biodegradation of other polymers, for example polystyrene (see structure V in [Figure 1](#BCJ-477-2875F1){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@BCJ-477-2875C122]\]. In this example, superworms were observed to ingest macroscopic pieces of polystyrene. Isolates from the worm gut microbiota were cultured and a *Psuedomonas* strain was identified as a polystyrene-degrading bacterium. Gene expression and enzyme inhibition studies implicated the involvement a serine hydrolase enzyme in polystyrene degradation, although it is unclear that any bonds in polystyrene are susceptible to hydrolysis. In the long term, the sheer magnitude of polymer production will require multiple solutions beyond individual enzymes. These solutions include shifting to more biodegradable polymers \[[@BCJ-477-2875C123],[@BCJ-477-2875C124]\], mechanical reformulation, and recycling \[[@BCJ-477-2875C108]\]. Recycling will take different forms, from direct reuse to chemical and biological breakdown and resynthesis. The latter work on biorecycling is already underway \[[@BCJ-477-2875C121]\] and advancing to biotechnology start-up stage.

Prospects and conclusions {#s5}
=========================

Biodegradation is an ever-expanding field. With 15 000 new chemical entities being added to databases daily \[[@BCJ-477-2875C46]\], enzyme-based studies on individual chemicals can never keep up. As it has in the past, efforts will focus on the largest volume and most disruptive chemicals from an ecosystem and human health perspective. Additionally, fundamental knowledge of the leading edges of enzyme reactions, coupled with more powerful computational prediction tools will help fill the gaps in our ability to keep pace with new chemical synthesis and usage. Furthermore, advances in next-generation sequencing and other -omics technologies will allow for better prediction and manipulation of biodegradation in natural and built environments such as wastewater treatment plants.
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